Music Technology Advisory Board Meeting Minutes

Wednesday, December 6, 2017
6:00 – 7:30pm
Room 815, Music Building (800 Bldg.)

Present:
Owen Strain, Jim Elenteny, Steve Turnidge, Steve Malott, Bruce Spitz, Steve Barsotti

Old Business
Steve Turnidge moved to start the meeting. There was a correction to the minutes from the previous meeting as Steve Malott was not present. Steve Turnidge moved to approve the minutes. This was seconded by Owen Strain.

Discussion of Agenda Items
Discussion of the current status of the Music Technology program at Shoreline Community College.

Owen Strain felt that we need to make a push to develop a “Live Sound” track.

Jim Elenteny brought up the Music Technology: Merchandising degree and thought the name should be changed to Music Technology: Music Business. The board agreed.

Steve Barsotti suggested that a Business Writing course and Digital Marketing degree be included in the Entrepreneurship degree. Steve Turnidge suggested that Philosophy 120 be included. Bruce Spitz suggested replacing the Accounting course with the Entrepreneurship course.

Jim Elenteny suggested early June for the next Board gathering.

Owen Strain moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:33pm. Owen Strain seconded.

Minutes Submitted by

Jim Elenteny
Music Technology Department Chair